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3D Surface Scanning

3D surface scanning is a procedure which yields the position of
object’s surface (shape).

I 3D surface scanning
I also known as 3D profilometry, range finding, depth sensing
I techniques that acquire position of a surface
I we measure coordinates (x , y , z) of a surface
I sometimes surface reflectance or albedo is also measured
I examples: fringe projection profilometry

I 3D imaging
I techniques that acquire true 3D data
I we measure some property p for each point (x , y , z) within a

finite volume
I examples: CT, MRI, 3DRA
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A Key Concept: Triangulation

Triangulation means determining the location of a point by
forming triangles to it from known points.

To reconstruct a point on the surface of an object we must observe
the object from at least two different viewpoints.

Most often two cameras are used: stereo vision.



Stereo Vision

Uses two cameras to
measure depth.

Processing steps:

1. undistort images;

2. stereo rectification;

3. find corresponding
points;

4. triangulate.

Disadvantage: does not
work for texture-less
surfaces.
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Structured Light

Replace one camera with a projector: structured light.

Projector projects a specially crafted image which is called
structured light pattern.

The principle of structured light is to reconstruct the surface profile
from the distortion of the projected structured light pattern.

Compared to stereo vision in structured light 3D scanning the task
of finding corresponding points in two images is replaced by the
pattern decoding from one image.



Structured Light

Observes deformation of
projected pattern image.

Processing steps:

1. decode pattern (to
get projector
coordinates);

2. undistort camera
coordinates;

3. triangulate.

Issues: ambient light and
object albedo.
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Structured Light vs. Stereo Vision
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Structured Light Patterns

In structured light surface scanning we may project one or more
patterns:

1) one-shot patterns

I reconstruction from a single
image

I object may move

I spatial pattern decoding

I reconstruction is
sparse/low-resolution

2) multi-shot patterns

I multiple images are
projected in time

I object must be stationary

I temporal pattern decoding

I reconstruction is
dense/high-resolution
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Structured Light Patterns: Examples
Multi-Shot Patterns One-Shot Patterns
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Sinusoidal Fringe

The most commonly used gray-scale sinusoidal fringe pattern is

Ip(x , y) = I0
(
1− cos(2πx/λ+ ϕn)

)
/2, (1)

where (x , y) are projector pixel coordinates, I0 is the maximum
intensity, λ is fringe wavelength (in px), and ϕn is phase shift.

For one-shot patterns only one image is used (ϕn = 0).

For multi-shot patterns a set of N images is used (0 ≤ n < N).
Each image has different phase shift ϕn.

n = 0, ϕn = 0 n = 1, ϕn = π
2

n = 2, ϕn = π n = 3, ϕn = 3π/2



The Importance of Phase

Multi-shot gray-scale sinusoidal fringe patterns are:

Ip,col(x , y) = I0
(
1− cos(2πx/λcol + ϕn)

)
/2, 0 ≤ n < N

Ip,row(x , y) = I0
(
1− cos(2πy/λrow + ϕm)

)
/2, 0 ≤ m < M

The projector column x and row y are encoded in phase.

Encoding the projector coordinates in phase provides several key
advantages:

1. insensitivity to ambient light;

2. insensitivity to object albedo (color); and

3. insensitivity to blur/out-of-focus effects.



Phase Recovery

Phase is recovered:

1. for multi-shot patterns using temporal analysis:

1.1 three-step algorithm (special case for N = 3);
1.2 least-squares algorithm;
1.3 Schwider-Hariharan algorithm (weighted LS);

2. for one-shot patterns using spatial analysis:

2.1 spatial-domain methods;
2.2 transform-domain methods.



Phase Recovery: Example

Ip for n = 0 observed Ip for n = 0 recovered phase



Phase Unwrapping

The phase is measurable modulo-2π only.

Formally, let Φ denote the true phase value and let φ denote the
phase measured modulo-2π; then

Φ = φ+ 2πk, (2)

where Φ is the true or absolute phase, φ is the wrapped or
principal phase, and k ∈ Z is an unknown integer which models the
phase ambiguity and is sometimes called period-order or
fringe-order number.

The task of phase unwrapping is to unwrap the wrapped phase φ
and obtain the true phase Φ.



Phase Unwrapping

Approaches to phase unwrapping may be classified into two
distinct groups:

1. spatial phase unwrapping (for one-shot patterns),

2. temporal phase unwrapping (for multi-shot patterns).

wrapped phase φ unwrapped phase Φ



Triangulation
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The remainder of this presentation is describes our work in IEEE
Transactions on Image Processing, Vol. 25, No. 11, November
2016, doi:10.1109/TIP.2016.2603231:

T. Petković, T. Pribanić, M. Donlić

Single-Shot Dense 3D
Reconstruction Using
Self-Equalizing De Bruijn
Sequence

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TIP.2016.2603231


Motivation

I Structured light is a robust approach to 3D profilometry

I We want to enable robust 3D scanning using low cost
consumer grade electronics

I projector and camera embedded in a mobile device
I home DLP projector and web camera

I Almost all such devices use color



The Problem of Color

Using colored structured light is difficult:

1. the projector must accurately render colors

2. the camera must accurately capture colors

3. the object must not shift colors

4. the system must be insensitive to ambient lighting



too much green

too much blue

auto white balance (AWB)

calibrated using SpyderCUBE
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Color Model

Model for RGB color-space imaging in structured light:RG
B


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ic

=

aRR aRG aRB
aGR aGG aGB
aBR aBG aBB
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︸ ︷︷ ︸

I0

, (3)

where Ic is the color recorded by the camera, Ip is the color
instruction to the projector, A is the channel transfer matrix, K is
the albedo matrix, f is a monotonic function modeling projector’s
non-linearity, and I0 is the ambient lighting.

Using color for fringe projection profilometry is hard as every object
and scene has a different and generally unknown albedo K .

Solution: Construct a structured light pattern Ip in such way that
all relevant parameters of the model (3) may be estimated from
the recorded image.



Self-Equalizing De Bruijn Sequence

De Bruijn Sequence

A k-ary De Bruijn sequence of order n is a cyclic sequence of length
L = kn over an alphabet of k symbols in which every subsequence
of length n, called a window, appears exactly once in the cycle.

Self-equalizing constraint

The self-equalizing constraint requires all color channels to span
the full available dynamic range in every De Bruijn window.

Example sequence of length 42:

CRMCYRCYBCYMGYMCGMYCBYMBYCMRCMGCMYBMYGMCRY



Structured Light Pattern

A full-length De Bruijn sequence of order n = 3 has exactly
kn = 63 = 216 elements.

The self-equalizing sequence we have proposed removes
problematic windows for which color model cannot be solved
leaving a sequence of length 102:

CRYCRGCRCYRCGRCCRBYRBGRBCRMGRMCYBRYBYYBGYBCYMGYMCG-
MRGBRGMYGBYGMGGMBYCBRCBYBBYMBGMMGCMRCMYCMGBMYBMGMC-
RR

Ip
red

green

blue

V



Input image



Sum of all channels



Vesselness map (fringe detection)



Color equalization (remove external factors)



Recognized projected color



Extracted and equalized V channel



Designing band-pass Hilbert transformer (step 1)



Designing band-pass Hilbert transformer (step 2)



Estimated wrapped phase



Unwraped phase (via De Bruijn property)



Final 3D reconstruction (surface)



Dense vs. Sparse 3D Reconstruction



Conclusion

Proposed self-equalizing De Bruijn sequence allows:

1. the removal of ambient lighting,

2. the removal of object albedo, and

3. the equalization of channel gains.

Proposed clever composition of standard signal processing
elements (scale-space Hessian matrix analysis and BP complex
Hilbert filtering) enables a very dense 3D reconstruction which
yields between 80% and 90% of points compared to
time-multiplexing approaches while retaining excellent precision as
about 90% of the reconstructed points have error in the recovered
projector coordinate of less than 1 px.
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